
The E-Class Coupé



A perfect example of the new  
Mercedes-Benz design philosophy.

It is the embodiment of ultra-modern style and refined spo tiness. With its perfect proportions 
and athletic style elements, the E-Class Coupé cannot help but draw admiring looks – and does 
so with subtle grace.



Modern, breathtaking 
coupé aesthetics.

The E-Class Coupé combines perfect proportions with sporty highlights.



Impressive spaciousness.
The impression of spaciousness is exceptional for a coupé. The E-Class Coupé  
is therefore a perfect, stylish touring car for four people – entirely in the tradition  
of exclusive Gran Turismos.



An unforgettable look.
A refined diamond adiator grille and front bumpers reaching far downwards create 
a striking front design and underscore yet again the hallmark Mercedes-Benz 
coupé look. The illuminated blue highlights in the MULTIBEAM LED headlamps are 
fascinating and highly distinctive.



Its styling: the embodiment of sensual purity.



Convenient to use: 
Touchpad with controller. COMAND Online.

Head-up display. MULTIBEAM LED.

The touchpad allows intuitive control of the functions of  
the multimedia system with one- or two-fin er movements 
(multi-touch). It supplements voice control and the  
Controller as an input option and is integrated into the 
latter’s handrest.

COMAND Online leaves nothing to be desired where  
infotainment, navigation and communications are con-
cerned. Information is shown on the 31.2 cm (12.3-inch) 
high-resolution media display. Thanks to Live Traffic  
Information – traffic d a almost in real time – the hard-disc 
navigation system quickly takes you to your destination.

The head-up display provides the driver with important 
information, without the driver having to take his/her 
eyes off he traffic. It ojects a virtual image measuring 
approx. 21 x 7 cm into the driver’s field of vision, whi h  
appears to float a ound 2 metres in front of him/her above 
the bonnet.

The MULTIBEAM LED headlamps allow the high beam to be 
left on wi hout dazzling other road users. Individually 
controllable LEDs direct the light precisely so as to blank 
out other vehicles whilst illuminating the surroundings 
with almost daytime-level brightness. A further distinctive  
design feature: the illuminated blue highlights within  
the headlamp.



Get in and feel at home. A particularly attentive touch: the seat belt extender.Three individual climate zones with THERMOTRONIC. Burmester® “feel-good sound”.
With its pleasantly indirect light, the ambient lighting creates a unique sense of well-being 
throughout the interior. Choose exactly the lighting mood you desire with a choice  
of 64 colours. The ambient lighting is based entirely on LED technology and can be 
conveniently adjusted, dimmed or switched off via he multimedia system. The tem-
perature settings can be visualised by means of the illuminated air vents.

The standard-fit seat belt xtenders make it easier for the driver and front passenger to 
put on their seat belts. After etting into the car, the seat belt is automatically moved 
into a more convenient position. The seat belt extenders can also be triggered by pressing 
a button on the centre console.

Each passenger in the E-Class Coupé can enjoy their own, personal sense of wellbeing: 
with three climate zones and three climate styles, the automatic climate control system 
adjusts to suit personal preferences. Driver and front passenger can set their preferred 
temperature and air distribution for their own seats. The temperature for the rear can  
be adjusted separately.

The Burmester® high-end 3D surround sound system includes 23 specially designed 
loudspeakers so that you can enjoy a fascinating three-dimensional music experience  
inside your E-Class Coupé. The sound system delivers a sound quality that is otherwise 
only produced by luxury home music systems. The 3D sound experience can replicate 
the acoustics and atmosphere of an opera house or a jazz cellar, for example. The VIP 
function makes it possible to adjust the sound for each individual seat.



The AVANTGARDE design and equipment line. The Night Package.The AMG Line design and equipment line. designo – luxury in every detail.
The AVANTGARDE exterior is sporty and expressive. It includes large light-alloy wheels, 
a diamond radiator grille with black pins and design elements in chrome and aluminium. 
The lowered AGILTY CONTROL suspension, too, emphasises the sporty look. The sporty, 
luxurious AVANTGARDE interior is characterised by coupé seats with an integral-seat 
look and upholstery in ARTICO man-made leather/Norwich fabric, a multifunction steering 
wheel in nappa leather with a 3-spoke design and aluminium trim elements with light 
crystal grain.

The black features of the Night Package make the exterior even more sporty and  
expressive. The light-alloy wheels, exterior mirror housings and select chrome trim 
elements are all in black.

The AMG Line Exterior enhances the sportiness of the exterior with a range of perfectly 
harmonised features – from the dynamic AMG bodystyling and the diamond radiator 
grille with chrome pins through to the large AMG light-alloy wheels. Hallmark AMG  
characteristics lend this line visibly and tangibly more sportiness and exclusivity.  
The equipment includes the multifunction sports steering wheel with a flat ened bottom 
section, the integral-look seats, AMG sports pedals, AMG floor mats and ambien   
lighting.

The E-Class Coupé demands the best: your good taste. Your own specification   
which may include a special designo paint finish, a ariety of trim elements, exclusive 
upholstery and stylish extras, will lend your vehicle its own individual style and class.



AIR BODY CONTROL. Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive.
In combination with continuously variable damping control, the air suspension system ensures ride comfort and  
dynamic handling on a very high level. The damping at each wheel is adapted to the current driving situation, 
and can be set for more comfortable or sporty characteristics as required.

Be it at rush hour, during a long drive at night or on an unfamiliar route – your E-Class Coupé noticeably takes 
the strain, particularly in stressful situations. This is thanks to a concept that all our vehicles embody and 
which makes every journey in a Mercedes such an exceptional experience: Intelligent Drive. Because the time 
you spend behind the wheel is your time. Time for relaxation. Time to replenish your energy. Ensuring that  
you reach your destination more safely, but also more relaxed.

DYNAMIC BODY CONTROL SUSPENSION WITH ADJUSTABLE DAMPING

The DYNAMIC SELECT switch allows the driver to change the vehicle’s 
damping characteristics. There is a choice between Comfort mode with  
more comfortable damping characteristics and two Sport modes for a sporty, 
taut damper setup.

ENERGISING COMFORT AND EXEMPLARY SAFETY

Active Brake Assist can help to prevent rear-end collisions and collisions with 
pedestrians crossing the road in front, as well as mitigate the consequences  
of accidents. It comprises a visual distance warning and an audible collision 
warning function, braking support appropriate to the situation, and an  
autonomous braking function.

Blind Spot Assist and Active Lane Keeping Assist can warn the driver  
visually and audibly of vehicles in the blind spot and of inadvertent lane  
departures. Active Lane Keeping Assist can help to avoid collisions through 
brake actuations.

Various safety systems and features included in Mercedes-Benz vehicles are driver assistance aids only and the driver at all times remains solely responsible for maintaining proper 
control of the vehicle, ensuring safety and monitoring the driving environment and complying with all applicable road rules.



Performing in style.
Every Mercedes-AMG is a masterpiece in its own right, with an unmistakable character. What unites 
our performance vehicles and sports cars is their irrepressible sporting spirit. Their passion for top 
performance. It is generated at the point where engineering skill meets a very special attitude: 
the spirit of AMG. We believe that you have to keep on challenging limits in order to achieve 
new goals. We accept nothing as a given. Because limits are imposed by people, and  
it’s also people who can overcome them. It’s this attitude that enables us to achieve 
outstanding performance for the race track – and for the road.

Welcome to the world of AMG.

www.mercedes-amg.com



Technical data. Dimensions.

All figu es in millimetres. The illustrated dimensions are mean values. They are valid for vehicles in basic specification and in unladen condition

Petrol engines

E 300 E 450 4MATIC E 53 4MATIC+

Displacement (cc) 1991 2996 2999

Rated output1 (kW at rpm) 180 270 320

Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h (s) 6.5 TBA 4.4

Top speed (km/h) 250 TBA 250

Fuel consumption (l/100 km) 

Combined
7.1 TBA 8.8

Combined CO2 emissions (g/km) 163 TBA 200

Diesel engines

E 220 d

Displacement (cc) 1950

Rated output (kW at rpm) 143

Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h (s) 7.4

Top speed (km/h) 242

Fuel consumption (l/100 km) 

Combined
4.9

Combined CO2 emissions (g/km) 125

The best for the engine:
Mercedes-Benz genuine engine oils.
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The declared fuel and energy consumption figures are determined by testing under standardised laboratory conditions to comply with ADR 81/02. Real world fuel consumption is influenced by many additional factors such as fuel 
quality, individual driving style, load, traffic, and vehicle condition, The declared fuel consumption figure should only be used for the purpose of comparison amongst vehicles. For more technical data, please visit www.mercedes-
benz.com.au



Mercedes-Benz is one of the founding partners of the worldwide “Laureus Sport for Good Foundation”, which  
was established in 2000. It is the Mercedes-Benz brandʼs most important social initiative. Laureus Sport for Good  
supports children and young people in need through social sports projects, opening up new perspectives  
and imparting important values such as team spirit, respect and determination. “Change the Game for Kids” is  
our mission statement which we wish to share with you. In buying a Mercedes-Benz you are supporting the  
“Laureus Sport for Good” movement.

About the information in this publication: Changes may have been made to the product since the editorial deadline

on 13.07.2018. The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the design, form, colour and the delivery

scope during the delivery period, provided these changes, while taking into account the interests of the seller, can be

deemed reasonable for the buyer. Where the seller or the manufacturer uses symbols or numbers to describe an order
or the subject of an order, no rights may be derived solely from these. 

The illustrations may also show accessories and optional equipment, which are not part of the standard delivery

scope. Therefore, please ask your Mercedes-Benz sales representative about the provisions and effects applicable i

other countries and about the latest definiti e version.

www.mercedes-benz.com.au

Daimler AG, dialog@daimler.com, 02-0618




